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COMMISSIONER
GENERAL’S
MESSAGE
I am privileged to have the opportunity to serve this prestigious institution
as the Commissioner General of Customs. At the end of last year, the new
government came in with great hopes, expectations and aspirations from
the people to guarantee a fair and just State that serves interest of all equally.
Maldives Customs Service (MCS) has the responsibility to contribute to the
overall harmony in socio-economic and security spectrum of the State.
The cross-sectoral and dynamic mission placed on MCS has the institution
positioned as a strategic player in delivering the pledges of the government.
Coming to the end of the third quarter of year one of the government, thorough
situational-scans and assessments have made the available ground very clear.
The emerging opportunities and threats coined with the development of
global economy complimented with the advance technologies demands that
we must continue to grow and adapt. Being the oldest institution of the State,
Customs is fortunate and proud to have evolved over the years to become a
modern and forward-looking institution.
The activities of the first three quarters of this year in MCS was targeted to
patch-up the immediate gaps in both business and management side, which
has now given sufficient breathing space for the management to be able to
shift focus towards the future. During the said period, extensive engagements
with both internal and external stakeholders in various settings were carriedout. Among other things, assessment on challenges faced by various
departments, staff development and management issues, the performance
review of past five years, as well as a survey on public perception towards MCS
were conducted. Based on these findings and the direction from the crosscutting strategic objectives of the government, this Strategic Plan (2020-2024)
aims to transform the outlook of the institution to meet the challenges and
opportunities of the immediate future.
The strong values of commitment and team spirit that is inherent on a massive
scale in MCS gives me full confidence of the capacity and required drive of the
management and staff to achieve the goals and objectives of this Strategic
Plan.

Ahmed Numan
Commissioner General of Customs
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

Maldives Customs Service (MCS) is mandated to ensure laws are effectively
enforced in activities related to cross-border movement. In addition to national
laws and regulations, this also includes obligations created from international
conventions and agreements that Maldives is party. The increasing volume and
diversity of cross-border activity from increase in export and import, increase in
passenger movement to growing e-commerce complicate the already complex
and difficult task of facilitating legitimate movement while placing strong focus
on stopping illegal interactions.
As such, MCS no doubt has a major role to play in ensuring the socio economic
agenda of the government is achieved. In today’s changing environment,
citizens are active to demand and make government institutions accountable
to the mandates entrusted on them. Relying on strategies that maintain the
status-quo alone is no longer feasible. Continuous improvement to the service
delivery methods and opening up to new business models has to be a priority.
During the past five years, MCS has introduced considerable enhancements
to the service delivery methods through adopting technology and automation
as a driving enabler. Tremendous effort placed to streamline the processes to
minimize human interactions across customs clearance process was a focus.
Moving to a paperless environment and introduction of tablets to replace paper
copies, for physical inspectors by itself is one of the first in the world. Similarly,
enhancements in enforcement controls are noteworthy. Introduction of red
and green channel and body scanning facility at passenger clearance are some
milestones achieved. The increase in productivity achieved as a result. In spite of
these achievements, it is evident more needs to be done. The changing external
environment demand change.
The Strategic Plan (2020-2024) is focused on five priority areas that will advance
MCS to accomplish the said mission. To reach the goals and better fulfil daily
tasks, MCS must improve existing capabilities, develop new ones for the
changing operational environment, and adapt processes to better organize,
train, equip and sustain the functions. The total of 28 strategic initiatives laid
out in this plan addresses key challenges and opportunities, which will guide
where MCS should focus its resources. The total of 117 milestones and outcomes
specifically laid out must be achieved during the five-year term, while it is
acknowledged the unforeseen developments and changing requirements will
call for continuous reassessment and reorientation of the action matrix.
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OUR VALUES

INTEGRITY

INNOVATION

We remain true and uphold strong

We seek to promote creative

ethical principles while performing

ideas for service excellence and

our duty with steadfast loyalty,

progressive customs strengthening

without compromising our values

and modernization

COMMITMENT

VIGILANCE

We persevere as a loyal and

We serve with devoted

VISION
A trusted and leading customs administration

MISSION
Safeguard national border and facilitate legitimate cross border movement

hardworking team with a positive

attentiveness and alertness to

attitude, dedicated to achieve

respond swiftly to any challenges or

organizational goals

potential threats

PROFESSIONALISM

TEAM SPIRIT

We seek pride in a unified

We produce excellent results from

workforce demonstrating

strong teamwork - collaborating

through service excellence and innovation to enhance socio-economic
prosperity

competence and wisdom to deliver

and valuing our colleagues,

high quality impartial service

stakeholders and international
partners
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CURRENT
STATUS

The government’s policy of zero-tolerance to corruption is translated into
enhancing the governance and transparency mechanisms of the overall
management and operations of the institution. Continuous engagement
with staff and public will be carried out to promote the principles of good
governance and integrity. The core-value of integrity shall be upheld in all
activities conducted.
FACILITATION AND RISK MANAGEMENT

HUMAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT

MCS is geared towards greater facilitation through effective risk management

With a proud history of 129 years of national service, MCS boasts its educated,

clearance of goods. MCS has adopted HIRAAS mechanism with risk channel

demographically diverse and energetic workforce as one of its greatest assets. It

of Green, Yellow and Red as well as automation and simplification in valuation

is the hardworking and committed workforce that withstands the internal and

and documentation to expedite clearance of goods thereby reducing cost.

external challenges, and keeps the organization going, with the aim of taking it

Consequently, number of forms and letters required to submit to Customs has

soaring to greater heights.

been reduced significantly.

by addressing the existing bottlenecks in the movement, release and

Customs Portal with various integrated functions, pre-arrival declaration
Among some noteworthy achievements in this area in the past few years

processing, e-payments and other online services has expedited clearance

include the introduction of a technical core allowance in 2018 to value the

time in a paperless environment. Post clearance audit and risk management

contribution of the academic achievers. Some allowances have been reviewed

practices which is based on identifying and addressing the varying degrees of

to better address the fluctuating cost of living and a retirement package was

risk associated throughout supply chain is in place. MCS seek to improve and

also introduced with the aim of enabling staff to retire smarter, happier and

integrate profiling and targeting of goods, passengers and conveyances using

more financially secure. As Human Resource is an area that requires constant

(online manifests), intelligence and non-intrusive techniques.

attention and improvements, a Diagnostic Study was carried out in early 2019 in
order to identify the root causes of the grave issues.

To address the emerging threats and cater the evolving business needs
Customs is committed to change the traditional approach and seek a more

At present, the biggest challenges in this area lies in finding sustainable solutions

structured and systematic way to manage risk and facilitate legitimate cross-

to establish a mechanism that ensures regular promotion for staff, offering the

border movements which are in line with international best practices. Towards

current employees a clear career path forward for professional growth and

this end, National Single Window is being introduced while it is imminent that

adequately catering for the ever growing human resource development and

we accede to the International Convention on Revised Kyoto Convention and

management needs.

Trade Facilitation Agreement.

For the next five years, we are committed to expanding staff engagement
efforts, establishing meaningful recognition mechanisms and creating a
working environment that inspires employees to do great work.

ORGANIZATION STRENGTHENING

BORDER SECURITY AND ENFORCEMENT
One of the key responsibilities of MCS is safeguarding the national border by
enforcing laws and regulations, thus ensuring safety and security for the citizens.
Hence, MCS acts as the first line of defense against various threats including

MCS has been moving forward towards making its administration more adept,

smuggling of narcotic drugs, smuggling of weapons and explosives, and many

innovative and transparent. MCS has made timely improvements in its role to

more. Over the years, MCS has achieved remarkable progress, and have brought

adapt the changes brought in international trade, modern technology, and

numerous positive developments. However, with various contemporary threats

stakeholders’ requirements. The administration has recognized the importance

including terrorism, weapons proliferation, and other trans-national organized

of risk management and trade facilitation in the past years and with its

crimes fast evolving and spreading across the globe, it is vital that we broaden

determination to achieve excellence in services, MCS has been modernizing

the scope and scale of our enforcement operations.

its activities, procedures, and services. This includes improvements in Asycuda
World functions, enhancing new features in in-house applications along with

Therefore, to maintain optimum levels of vigilance and alertness in guarding

launching of Customs Portal Plus and mobile application. To make Customs

against illegal cross-border crimes, MCS has been working on improving its

governance more organized and transparent, MCS has also redesigned HR

operational capabilities. While MCS has a separate section mandated with

system with improved functions and better reporting features with the name

intelligence collection and analysis, there are two separate interdiction units

‘HCMS’.

– at Velana International airport and Male’ seaport – for better targeting and
interdiction at two of the most important and busy ports in the country. MCS also

With the rapid emergence of new technologies and increasing needs, MCS is

has a Special Operations section tasked with conducting various enforcement

more determined to achieve excellence in service performance. MCS intends

operations. We also work closely with other law enforcement partners, both

to accomplish this by promoting better governance, implementing integrated

local and international, and have signed MoUs with key agencies. Furthermore,

information systems, improving working environment and establishing

with the availability of advance travel information of air passengers (API/PNR

research and development culture with continuous learning.

data) via GTAS system, targeting air passengers has become easier and much
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effective. Similarly, the AIS tracking system installed at MCS allows better
monitoring of vessels, especially in the Male’ region.
However, lack of adequate resources, including modern facilities and equipment,
has been a major challenge for MCS. Considering the nature of emerging
threats and regional and global appeal for intensified border security by all
states, adequate facilities, equipment, and technical expertise are paramount
to ensure safety and security for our community and the region. To address
these challenges, a more systematic and strategic approach is essential. As
appealed by the WCO in its Punta Cana resolution of 2015, emphasis on border
security need to be strengthened at all levels; laws, regulations, procedures and
processes need to be revised and improved; intelligence mechanism needs to
be strengthened; cooperation and coordination with local and international
partner agencies need to be further enhanced; and surveillance and operational
capabilities at all regions need to be improved.

PARTNERSHIP AND COORDINATION
MCS have remained as close allies with international and local partners, to
enhance the organization’s productivity. International organizations such
as WCO, WTO, UNODC, ADB and ROCB have contributed massively for the
betterment of the organization’s human capital, especially on key areas
such as facilitation, risk management and enforcement. Training workshops
have been administered by international organizations and conducted to
introduce modernization concepts, to improve capacity and expertise in order
to implement agreements and conventions and create best practices in the
organization. The organization’s management give high priority in attending
international conferences and seminars since international relation is essential
for the growth of MCS. In this regard, MCS has signed several MOU’s with
international bodies.
MCS have MoU’s signed to enhance cooperation in information exchange and
operational assistance with Maldives Police Service (MPS), Maldives National
Defense Force (MNDF), Maldives Inland Revenue Authority (MIRA), Ministry of
Health and Ministry of Environment. MCS is improving the work process by
coordinating with stakeholders and enhancing the current systems, to easily
exchange data between agencies. Facilities such as Customs Support Center
is introduced to minimize the communication gap with the general public,
trading community and brokers.
According to the public survey conducted for the strategic plan work, it was
identified that public lacked awareness on MCS role and function. MCS needs
to create familiarity of the changing role of the organization in the society, and
enhance the organization’s image.
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Focus Area 1

HUMAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT
PURPOSE
To provide facilities to enhance technical and other related skills of staff and
create opportunities to progress in their career at Customs, so as to promote a
professional and an enabling work environment with improved policies.

STRATEGY
Communicate standards, expectations and values of the organisation

1.1

to staff to create an unbiased, and a transparent working
environment

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

1.7
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Promote organizational learning and development programs

Provide national and international trainings to develop knowledge,
skills, and abilities required for effective job performance

Build career paths to create long-term professional opportunities

Develop a Performance Appraisal System that can effectively
evaluate and recognize the actual performance

Establish a staff welfare policy and promote social well-being of staff

Promote professionalism and positive attitude to unify the workforce
to achieve service excellence
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Focus Area 2

ORGANIZATION
STRENGTHENING
PURPOSE
To ensure that MCS constantly keep pace with technological developments
and seeks to develop an administration with skilled and innovative workforce.
Additionally to instill a culture of good governance and integrity that fully
complies with the government’s policy of zero-tolerance to corruption.

STRATEGY
2.1

2.2

Promote good governance and transparency

Develop a holistic, integrated information system that are interoperable and interconnected
Establish a management culture focused on continuous

2.3

improvement and data driven decision making to enhance
organizational performance

2.4

2.5

2.6
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Establish a culture of continuous learning and Research and
Development (R&D)

Enhance public image of Customs through organizational
rebranding

Enhance infrastructure of work environment and occupational
health and safety standards
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Focus Area 3

FACILITATION AND RISK
MANAGEMENT
PURPOSE
To simplify, harmonize and streamline customs processes and procedures by
adopting advanced technologies and online services to reduce cost of doing
business and barriers to trade. Furthermore, the area aims to foster legitimate
cross-border movements and create conducive environment for businesses,
passengers and conveyances by implementing effective risk management.

STRATEGY
3.1

3.2

Simplify, harmonize and standardize Customs clearance process to
reduce barriers and clearance time
Adopt advanced technology to expedite clearance process and
reduce cost of doing business
Expand online services to ease accessibility and enhance

3.3

interconnectivity within customs, Small and Medium Enterprises
(SMEs) and other stakeholders
Strengthen and enhance Risk Management in Customs to achieve

3.4

a holistic system that effectively facilitate legitimate cross-border
movements while ensuring compliance and control

3.5
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Strengthen audit based controls to detect fraud and enhance
compliance
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Focus Area 4

BORDER SECURITY AND
ENFORCEMENT
PURPOSE
Enhance surveillance and interdiction capabilities and strengthen intelligence
mechanism to support enforcement operations to ensure effective and
resilient controls at the border by broadening the operational scope and
reinforcing the operational capabilities and overall enforcement posture
of Customs. In addition, enhance efficiency of enforcement operations
with effective utilization of resources by acquiring modern equipment and
technology, and with stronger partnerships with enforcement agencies.

STRATEGY
4.1

4.2

4.3

Strengthen the procedures for information collection and analysis,
and standardize intelligence dissemination mechanism

Establish a secure and effective platform to share intelligence
between local and international partners
Enhance vessel tracking and surveillance system to monitor
movement of foreign going vessels within the territorial waters of
Maldives and vessels under customs control

4.4

Develop and strengthen capacity and capabilities of customs
enforcement operations, investigations and prosecution
Strengthen capabilities to address trafficking of narcotics and

4.5

emerging threats including terrorism, money laundering and transnational organized crime
Strengthen customs control at the border by enhancing facilities

4.6

and infrastructure at all ports, and by integrating resilient controls
in processes and procedures including revision of relevant legal
framework
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Focus Area 5

PARTNERSHIP AND
COORDINATION
PURPOSE
Cultivate coordination between local and international stakeholders to create
a professional work environment, and promote the concepts of coordinated
border management in order to effectively uphold broader national interests

STRATEGY
5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4
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Strengthen cooperation and coordination with related national and
international stakeholders

Establish a comprehensive communication and data sharing
platform with the government and related agencies

Enhance brokers and trader compliance with rigorous training and
awareness

Endorse and implement international standards, agreements and
conventions related to customs
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Strategy: 1.2 Promote organizational learning and development programs;

ACTION MATRIX

Milestone

Responsible
Section/
Division

KPI

Outcome

Time Frame

Establish a comprehensive Training
Policy

Customs Academy

Comprehensive Training Policy established

Ensures that staff have necessary
competencies to deliver on our
strategic and operational plans.

Dec 2020

Transparent process and equal
opportunity for all staff to develop
their knowledge, skills and abilities.

FOCUS AREA 1: HUMAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT
Strategy: 1.1 Communicate standards, expectations and values of the organization to staff to create an unbiased, fair and
transparent working environment

Publish Training Calendar with annual
goals

Customs Academy

Training Program Calendar published

A systematic and transparent
training opportunities, accessible to
interested staff

Dec 2020

Conduct Training Needs Analysis yearly

Customs Academy

Training Needs Analysis
conducted

Training needs and development
areas identified

Mar 2020

Customs Academy

Virtual Training Environment created

A modernized training setup accessible from staff workstations

June 2020

Milestone

Responsible
Section/
Division

KPI

Outcome

Time Frame

Create a Virtual Training Environment
Virtual in-house trainings
WCO e-learning platforms
Other international virtual
trainings

Establish a comprehensive Human
Resource Policy, including;
Job rotation, Grievance mechanism,
hiring and termination, appointment
procedure, pay/no pay leave procedures, appointment structure, salary and
allowance procedure review, retirement,
Uniform standards issues

Human Resource
Management
Section

Comprehensive HR
Policy developed and
introduced

Clear policies established to deal
with human resource issues will ensure fairness and standardization

Dec 2020

Establish an electronic library

Customs Academy

Electronic Library
established

A modernized online library accessible to all staff

Jan 2020

Establish a Customs Academy Campus
in Central Region complete with an
accommodation block

Customs Academy

Customs Academy
Campus in central
region established

A central training facility that can
accommodate large number of
training batches and conduct training programs throughout the year

Dec 2022

Human Resource
Management
Section

Internal work ethics
and integrity standards
implemented

An organization trusted by public
and staff for high integrity and
transparency

June 2020

Conduct a Training Functional Audit –
yearly

Customs Academy

Training Functional
Audit conducted

Increased accountability and transparency in selection and opportunities provided.

Jan 2020

Establish an independent mechanism
to implement internal work ethics and
integrity standards
Review the current code of conduct and
code of ethics guideline

Human Resource
Management
Section

Current ethics guideline
reviewed

Identified and address current
loopholes

May 2020

Conduct an extensive HR Diagnostic
Study to identify challenges at different
levels of the organization – every four
years

Human Resource
Management
Section

HR Diagnostic Study
conducted

Identification of HR related issues
that needs to be addressed

June 2023

Conduct an HR Audit to foresee problems and to review the different HR policies, procedures and systems - yearly

Internal Audit

HR Audit conducted

Organizational performance and
workload will be reviewed annually,
patterns identified and catered for
on a regular basis

June 2020

Develop a skill register

Human Resource
& Capacity Building Division

Skill register developed

Defines minimum competency
requirements for all job titles

Jan 2022

Skill and knowledge
defined

Aligned with international standards

Jan 2022

Define the skills and knowledge required Human Resource
for each level of appointment/ post/
& Capacity Buildjob role in accordance to WCO PICARD ing Division
professional standards
Establish procedure to manage allocation of human capital based on the skill
registry
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Human Resource
& Capacity Building Division

Identifying areas for Strategic Plan
2024

Proper allocation of officers based
on their skill and job requirement

Jan 2022

Measure the effectiveness and efficiency of the trainings provided
Establish a Customs Research Institute

Customs Academy

Customs Research
Institute established

Establishment of a system that enDec 2021
courages lodging, aids daily decision
making to maintain uniformity and
promotes continuous improvement

Develop training kits/ syllabuses for
Customs technical areas

Customs Academy

Syllabuses for Customs
technical areas developed

Reference materials, Archive/record mechanism, Uniform training
materials, a mechanism to continuously conduct on-the- job training
programs, develop experts

June 2020

Strategy: 1.3 Provide national and international trainings to develop knowledge, skills, and abilities required for effective
job performance.
Milestone

Responsible
Section/
Division

KPI

Outcome

Time Frame

Conduct training programs based on
organizational needs

Customs Academy

Training to improve
officers knowledge, skill
and abilities conducted

Enhanced the level of skill and
knowledge among officers on the
required areas of the organization

Yearly

Explore other training opportunities
beneficial for the organization

Customs Academy

Training opportunities
explored

Increase training opportunity for
officers

Yearly

Affiliate with national and international
educational institutions

Customs Academy

National and International educational
institutions affiliated

Increased opportunities for staff
development

Yearly

Strategic Plan 2020-2024
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Develop expert trainers in major Customs areas

Customs Academy

Expert trainers developed

Increased knowledge base, improved quality of training

Yearly

Create more opportunities for
career development and self-development
Use of expertise advise and contribution needed for day-to-day
running
Establish MOUs with local and international training institutes in the area of
capacity building

Enhance expertise and skills among
technical officers and end users to cater
for the increasing technology needs

Customs Academy

Customs Academy

MOUs with local and
international training
institutes established

Customs officers
expertise and skill in the
areas of ICT improved

Increased opportunities for staff
development

Capacity building and technical
skills of the staff will be improved,
hence the organization’s performance

Develop a functional career path that
helps staff visualize career progression

Responsible
Section/
Division

KPI

Human Resource
& Capacity Building Division

Career path developed

Outcome

Regular Promotion,

Yearly

Jan 2020

Incremental benefits,

Horizontal increment
scheme introduced

Increased staff motivation,

Increased staff satisfaction

Quarterly

Build healthy competition among
staff to increase productivity and
efficiency

Responsible
Section/
Division

KPI

Outcome

Time Frame

Provision of Housing Schemes

Human Resource
& Capacity Building Division

Welfare policy established

High integrity, self-sufficiency, job
retention, increased loyalty

Jun 2020

Provision of free medical insurance for
staff and immediate family

Human Resource
& Capacity Building Division

Free medical insurance
established

High integrity, self-sufficiency, job
retention, increased loyalty

Jun 2020

Review and enhance the existing staff
benefit schemes and introduce new
schemes

Human Resource
& Capacity Building Division

Staff benefit schemes
enhanced

High integrity, self-sufficiency, job
retention, increased loyalty
(increase current loans, loan mortgage/guarantor options…)

Jun 2020

Establish a Welfare Trust Fund to cater
for staff emergency needs

Human Resource
& Capacity Building Division

Welfare Trust Fund
established

Staff emergency financial needs
addressed, the existing loan scheme
options according to the needs
strengthened

Dec 2020

Establish a mechanism for Workplace
Counselling and Social Support

Human Resource
& Capacity Building Division

Mechanism for Workplace Counselling and
Social Support established

Mental wellbeing at workplace
promoted, work related stress and
grievance issues addressed

Jan 2021

Establish additional welfare options
through Customs Corporative Society
(CCS)

Customs Cooperative Society

Additional welfares
established

Day Care, Holiday Skills Programs,
Separate Game Centre, etc. established

Sept 2020

Establish flexible working arrangements

Human Resource
& Capacity Building Division

Flexible working arrangements established

Improved organizational performance and

Mar 2020

Time Frame

Visualize career progression
Human Resource
& Capacity Building Division

Staff recognition mechanism established

Milestone

Jun 2022

Accurate performance measurement

Introduce horizontal increment scheme

Human Resource
& Capacity Building Division

Strategy: 1.6 Establish a welfare policy and promote social well-being of staff

Strategy: 1.4 Build career paths to create long-term professional opportunities
Milestone

Establish a routine staff recognition
mechanism that rewards positive staff
performance and behavior

Jan 2020

Minimize the impact of limited opportunity for promotion due to slot
restrictions

increased Productivity Index

Strategy: 1.5 Develop a Performance Appraisal System that can effectively evaluate and recognize the actual performance
Strategy: 1.7 Promote professionalism and positive attitude to unify the workforce to achieve service excellence
Milestone

Develop a functional career path that
helps staff visualize career progression

Responsible
Section/
Division

KPI

Human Resource
& Capacity Building Division

Career path developed

Outcome

Regular Promotion,

Time Frame
Milestone

Responsible
Section/
Division

KPI

Outcome

Time Frame

Conduct activities to promote staff unification, engagement and interaction

Human Resource
& Capacity
Building Division/ Strategic
Management
Section

Activities to promote
staff unity conducted

A unified workforce that promotes
teamwork

Quarterly

Conduct sports, recreational and team
building activities

Customs Recreation Club

Sports, recreational and
team building activities
conducted

Teamwork promoted through activities like;
Team building activities
Other fun activities such
as Customs Day/ Family Day, Staff
Picnic etc.
Sports activities
Upgraded gym
Game Centre

Quarterly

Conduct welfare and wellness activities

Commissioner
General’s Bureau/ Customs
Cooperate
Society

Welfare and wellness
activities conducted

Staff welfare and wellness promoted through activities like;
Improved Canteen facilities
Holiday programs
Day care center

Quarterly

Jan 2020

Incremental benefits,
Accurate performance measurement
Visualize career progression

Introduce horizontal increment scheme

Establish a central Performance Monitoring mechanism

Human Resource
& Capacity Building Division

Horizontal increment
scheme introduced

Increased staff motivation,

Human Resource
& Capacity Building Division

Central Performance
Monitoring mechanism
established

A holistic performance monitoring
mechanism that measures the staff
contribution in all the assigned tasks
including performance in activities
other than routine/ daily work

Minimize the impact of limited opportunity for promotion due to slot
restrictions

Nominations for promotion, working
group, committee, training opportunities and appointees reflects performance through the mechanism
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Jan 2020

June 2020
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Strategy: 2.3 Establish a management culture focused on continuous improvement and data driven decision making to
enhance organizational performance
Milestone

Responsible
Section/
Division

KPI

Outcome

Time Frame

Incorporate management modules to all
IT systems/ applications

Information and
Communication
Technology
Division

management modules
incorporated

Enable data driven decision making

Dec 2020

Organizational performance management system:
Introduce annual KPI’s for each division/
section/unit/ committees

Strategic Management Section
/ Commissioner
General’s Bureau

KPI introduced for division/ section/ unit

Systemic monitoring of Division/
Section/unit/ committees performance

June 2020

Develop performance matrices for each
division/section/unit to measure the
success rate

Strategic Management Section
/ Commissioner
General’s Bureau

Performance matrices
developed

Continuous evaluation of division/
section/unit performance

Dec 2020

Establish Organizational performance
management system

Strategic Management Section
/ Commissioner
General’s Bureau

Organizational performance management
system established

Organizational performance revised
to achieve higher productivity

Feb 2021

FOCUS AREA 2: ORGANIZATION STRENGTHENING
Strategy: 2.1 Promote good governance and transparency
Milestone

Responsible
Section/
Division

KPI

Outcome

Time Frame

Introduce governance structure and
redefine organizational roles and responsibilities.
Strengthen supervision management
for continuous improvement
Consolidate and strengthen reporting
structure.

Strategic Management Section
/ Commissioner
General’s Bureau

Good governance
structure implemented

Constructive and more accountable
decision making mechanism and
clear reporting structure will be
established.

June 2020
Sept 2020
Jan 2021

Strengthen internal audit functions.

Internal Audit
Section

Process strengthened

Establishment of a systematic, disciplined approach to evaluate and
improve the effectiveness of risk,
control and governance processes.

Mar 2020

Implement WCO integrity guidelines

Human Resource
Management
Section

Customs processes
aligned

Highest standards of integrity
promoted

Dec 2020

Efficient progress of boards/
committees monitoring through
transparent committee

Strategy: 2.4 Establish a culture of continuous learning and Research and Development (R&D)
Milestone

Responsible
Section/
Division

KPI

Outcome

Time Frame

Customs Research Centre
Conduct research forums in-house and
with other agencies

Customs Academy

MOU’s signed with
Universities, Research
institutes etc.

Research and fact based decision
making culture instated through
knowledge and experience sharing

Jun 2023

Collaborate and research with international parties

Customs Academy

Research findings published in international
journals

Provide opportunity to broaden
knowledge and promote research
based decision making

Jun 2023

Establish Customs Research Centre

Customs Academy

Research Centre established

A Culture of continuous learning
through research and development
established

Jun 2023

Establish Virtual Library

Customs Academy

Virtual library established

Easy access to customs related publications and guides /
self-learning

Dec 2023

Develop the capacity of Customs Laboratory and establish Customs laboratory
network

Tariff and Statistics section / Risk
Management
Section

Customs laboratory
developed

Customs Laboratory operational in
order to cater to customs function

Dec 2024

Strategy:2.2 Develop a holistic, integrated information system that are inter-operable and interconnected
Milestone

Responsible
Section/
Division

KPI

Outcome

Time Frame

Implement comprehensive and integrated information system.

Information
Systems & Integration

Comprehensive and integrated central system
developed.

Data recording and easy access to
data ensured.
A centralized system to manage all
customs data established.

Dec 2022

Improved systems quality and performance with reduced operational
cost
Develop information warehouse to
enhance, collection, storage and dissemination of information throughout
Customs.

Information
Systems & Integration

Data Warehouse
Module

Data driven decision making.

Nov 2020

Upgrade the existing IT infrastructure to
cater for the rising needs

Information and
Communication
Technology
Division

IT infrastructure upgraded

Network speed and quality improved

Feb 2020

Establish a centralized automated system for account receivable

Budget and Revenue Section

Centralized automated
system established

Central management of all the
receivables from different division/
section

Dec 2020

Develop an automated system to record
and manage un-cleared (auction)
goods held in ports

Maritime Security Operations
Division

Automated System
established

Access un-cleared (auction) goods
data by all the related authorities

June 2020

Upgrade the existing document management system

Administration
Section

Existing document
management system
upgraded
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Strategy: 2.5 Enhance public image of Customs through organizational rebranding
Milestone

Responsible
Section/
Division

KPI

Outcome

Time Frame

PR Policy
Develop PR Policy

Media & Public
Relation Section

PR Policy developed

Strong and professional relationships with journalists fostered,
ensuring MCS makes the most of its
media coverage and public relations
activities to help protect and boost
its reputation.

Mar 2020

Develop annual marketing plan

Media & Public
Relation Section

Marketing plan developed

A Systematic approach to managing
organizational image created

June 2020

Develop a Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) plan

Media & Public
Relation Section

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) plan
developed

Improve public image, increase media coverage and boosts employee
engagement in social responsibility
work

Sept 2020

Align CSR Activities of CRC and CCS
with MCS plans

Media & Public
Relation Section

CSR, CRC and CCS
activities aligned with
MCS plans

All bodies under customs to be
focused on one goal

Sept 2020

Clearance Process is more efficient
New and improved features for
efficient management of incoming/
outgoing documents

June 2022
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Strategy: 2.6 Enhance infrastructure of work environment and occupational health and safety standards
Milestone

Responsible
Section/
Division

KPI

Outcome

Time Frame

Enhance physical infrastructure of work
environment

Transport &
Maintenance
Section

Redesign infrastructure
Construct the Customs
buildings to improve
working environment

A positive and productive environment created

Dec 2024

Continuous repair and maintenance of
all Customs offices to improve customs
infrastructure

Promote occupational health standards
as per WHO standards

Physical infrastructure
of work environment
enhanced
Transport &
Maintenance
Section

occupational health
standards as per WHO
standards promoted

Minimizing risk of health issue and
staff health safety ensured

Enhance existing declaration processing system to increase efficiency and
effectiveness

Enhanced Declaration
processing software
implemented

Efficient and effective system to
manage declarations

Jan 2024

Increase connectivity, efficiency and
effectiveness

Strategy: 3.3 Expand online services to ease accessibility and enhance interconnectivity within Customs, Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) and other stakeholders
Milestone

Responsible
Section/
Division

KPI

Outcome

Time Frame

Implement SINGLE WINDOW

Strategic Management Section

SINGLE WINDOW
implemented

Seamless communication between
cross border agencies and stakeholders, enabling easier access to
services that can reduce time and
cost of import and export goods

Dec 2022

Enhance and promote Customs Mobile
Application

Information
System and
Integration

Customs Mobile Application developed

Customs services are easy to access Dec 2021
and more user friendly

Customs portal & website:
Integrate customs portal and other
online services into customs website;

Information
System and Integration Section

Customs portal, customs online services
integrated with customs
website

Easier access and user friendly
online services, content marketing,
promoting the customs website ,

Dec 2020

Digitalize and access to all customs
applications and services

Information
System and Integration Section

Customs services and
applications digitalized

A more convenient and user friendly
customs portal developed

Dec 2022

Jan 2023

FOCUS AREA 3: FACILITATION AND RISK MANAGEMENT

Commissioner
General’s Bureau

Strategy: 3.1 Simplify, harmonize and standardize clearance process to reduce barriers and clearance time.
Milestone

Responsible
Section/
Division

KPI

Valuation and
Procedures
Section

existing clearance procedures and practices
assessed and harmonized

Simplified and streamlined clearance procedures

Self-assessment of declaration:
Introduce a mechanism that would
enable importers / exporters to assess
declarations by themselves

Valuation and
Procedures
Section

Self-assessment of
declaration introduced

CACs / AEOs to self-assess customs declaration enabled

Implement Authorize Economic Operator (AEO) program

Risk Management Section

Authorize Economic
Operator (AEO) program implemented

Enables to provide special treatment to compliant traders

June 2024

Time Release Study (TRS):
Conduct yearly Time Release Study
(TRS) – every two years

Tariff and Trade
Division

Time Release Study
(TRS) conducted

Identify bottlenecks in the clearance process

Sept 2021

Address stakeholder issues identified
through TRS – done after every consequent TRS study

Tariff and Trade
Division

Stakeholder issues
addressed

Enables to address the identified
bottlenecks

Dec 2020

Implement WTO Trade Facilitation
Agreement

Tariff and Trade
Division

All provisions in Category A,B,C implemented

Alignment of customs procedures
with internationally agreed best
practices and standards

Mar 2024

Assess and streamline existing clearance procedures and practices – yearly

Outcome

Time Frame

Strategy: 3.4 Strengthen and enhance Risk Management in Customs to achieve a holistic system that effectively facilitate
legitimate cross border movements while ensuring compliance and control
June 2020

Milestone

Responsible
Section/
Division

KPI

Outcome

Time Frame

Dec 2023

Upgrade “HIRAAS’ to fully incorporate
comprehensive trader profiles.

Risk Management Section

Trader Profile System
developed

Enables to recognize trader history,
trade volume, revenue contribution
and compliance level

Dec 2020

Review and Develop Risk Management
System (HIRAAS)

Risk Management Section

Risk Management in
Document Processing
and Cargo clearance
Enhanced

A holistic Risk Management System
that is integrated with traders
profile, cargo profile, exporters
(suppliers) / freight forwarders profile, brokers profile, BOLI program
and customs central intelligence
system (CCIS) to enhance control
and facilitation

Dec 2023

Access to immigration border control
system (Maldives Citizens Screening
System, PISCES)

Intelligence
Section

Immigration border
control system accessed

Targeting high risked passengers

Mar 2020

Automate and review E-Manifest
process

Risk Management Section

Developed mechanisms
to implement E-manifest at all ports

Enable the receipt of Cargo and
Courier E-manifest

June 2020

Formulate and implement policies
according to WCO Framework of
Standards on cross-border e-commerce
(2018)

Strategic Management Section

Policies implemented
according to Framework of Standards on
cross-border e-commerce

Facilitate E-commerce services

Mar 2020

Expedite clearance process

Strategy: 3.2 Adopt advanced technology to expedite clearance process and reduce cost of doing business.
Milestone

Responsible
Section/
Division

KPI

Outcome

Time Frame

Establish Container scanning system
facility at the ports

Maritime Security Operations
Division

Container scanning system facility available

Clearance process and Assure risk
based cargo clearance expedited

Dec 2023

Develop Artificial Intelligence enabled
Valuation database

Valuation and
Procedures
Section

Artificial Intelligence
enabled Valuation database developed

An efficient valuation process which
is simple and consistent established

Dec 2023
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Strategy: 3.5 Strengthen audit based controls to detect fraud and enhance compliance
Milestone

Responsible
Section/
Division

KPI

Outcome

Time Frame

Post Clearance Audit:
Review and implement measures to
strengthen Post Clearance Audit (PCA)

Post Clearance
Audit Section

Post Clearance Audit
(PCA) reviewed and
implemented

Establish a fully functional and reliable post clearance audit section to
improve audit based controls

Sept 2021

Develop analytical capacity

Post Clearance
Audit Section

Analytical capacity
developed

Ensure efficiency and smooth functioning of audits conducted

Dec 2020

Ensures duty collection

FOCUS AREA 4: BORDER SECURITY AND ENFORCEMENT
Strategy: 4.1 Strengthen the procedures for information collection and analysis, and standardize intelligence dissemination mechanism.
Milestone

Responsible
Section/
Division

KPI

Outcome

Time Frame

Central Intelligence System:
Enhance Central Customs Intelligence
system to gather and analyse intelligence information

Intelligence
Section

Enable intelligence
collection, analysis,
dissemination within
customs and other enforcement agencies,
Integrated criminal
database,
Secure and independent data sharing
between intelligence
agencies

Central system to gather and
analyze intelligence information
Developed

Dec 2021

Establish a mechanism to gather all relevant information available at Customs
including regional offices

Intelligence
Section

Development of a central system

Strengthened intelligence collection

Dec 2021

Train and allocate dedicated intelligence
analysts focused on key areas

Intelligence
Section

Dedicated and trained
intelligence analysts
assigned

Enhance analysis capabilities

Dec 2020

Establish a systematic intelligence
dissemination and feedback mechanism within Intelligence and Information
System

Intelligence
Section

Intelligence dissemination and feedback
mechanism established

Standardize intelligence flow

Introduce new platforms for public to
reach Customs and share information
on suspicious activities, through platforms such as Social media

Intelligence
Section

New platforms introduced for public
to share intelligence
information

Strengthen intelligence collection

June 2020

Recruit informants to be deployed at
key areas and establish an effective
reward system for informants

Intelligence
Section

Informants recruited
and effective reward
system implemented

Strengthen intelligence collection

Dec 2021

Surveillance, Targeting and Interdiction
Units:
Revise roles of existing Surveillance &
Interdiction units to incorporate targeting function

Airport Surveillance & Interdiction Section/
Seaport Surveillance & Interdiction Section

Effective targeting
units at all ports

Targeting units established at all
ports

June 2020
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Roles defined for Surveillance and interdiction units

Roles of existing Surveillance &
Interdiction units revised

Enhance mechanisms to collect all
required information for Surveillance,
Targeting and Interdiction

Airport Surveillance & Interdiction Section/
Seaport Surveillance & Interdiction Section

Mechanism enhanced

All necessary information required
for targeting been collected for
intelligence units such as manifest
information

Sep 2021

Establish new Surveillance, Targeting
and Interdiction Units at all international
ports

Commissioner
General’s Bureau

Surveillance, Targeting
and Interdiction Unit
established

Strengthened surveillance, Targeting and Interdiction at all international ports

Mar 2021

Coordinate with other agencies to
enhance effective operation of surveillance, interdiction and targeting

Intelligence
Section

Coordination established between surveillance, interdiction and
targeting and other
agencies

Attainment of timely information
from other agencies

Jun 2020

Complete implementation of Global
Travel Assessment System (GTAS)

Airport Surveillance and Interdiction Section

Risk Profiling and Targeting Enhanced

Enable to profile and target high risk
passengers and crew

Dec 2020

Implement maritime passenger and
crew management system

Maritime Security Division

Maritime passenger
and crew management
system established

Enable to profile and target high risk
passengers crew

June 2021

Strategy: 4.2 Establish a secure and effective platform to share intelligence between local and international partners
Milestone

Responsible
Section/
Division

KPI

Outcome

Time Frame

Develop a secure and effective system
to share intelligence and information
with local and international counterparts

Intelligence
Section

Developed a secure
and effective system to
share intelligence and
information

Strengthen intelligence sharing

Dec 2020

Revise existing agreements (MoUs)
signed with local and international LEAs
on intelligence sharing

Intelligence
Section

Revised existing agreements (MoUs)

Enhance cooperation on intelligence sharing

June 2020

Form new agreements with agencies
like FIU, NCTC, MNDF and other international agencies

Intelligence
Section

Formed new agreements

Enhance cooperation on intelligence sharing

Sept 2020

Strategy: 4.3 Enhance vessel tracking and surveillance system to monitor movement of foreign going vessels within the
territorial waters of Maldives and vessels under customs control
Milestone

Responsible
Section/
Division

KPI

Outcome

Time Frame

Virtual border with defined entry and
exit points:
Revise relevant laws and regulations
to exclusively define virtual border and
its entry and exit points; and define
the roles and responsibilities of border
agencies

Legal Affairs
Section

Relevant laws and
regulations introduced
/ revised

Strengthen overall enforcement

Mar 2020

Strengthen vessel tracking and surveillance:
Enhance surveillance capabilities to
monitor movement of vessels in and out
of Maldives territorial waters as well as
movement of vessels under customs
control
Strengthen partnership with Coastguard and other related agencies to enhance surveillance capabilities including
access to radar

Special Operations Section

Enhanced surveillance
capabilities

Enhanced Customs Control and
preparedness to counter emerging
cross border threats

June 2021

Special Operations Section

Strengthened partnership with enforcement
agencies

Enhanced coordination among
related agencies to counter cross
border threats

June 2021

June 2022

Radar accessed
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Strategy: 4.4 Develop and strengthen capacity and capabilities of customs enforcement operations, investigations and
prosecution
Milestone

Responsible
Section/
Division

KPI

Outcome

Time Frame

Expand enforcement operations to all
regions by forming Operations teams
and acquire equipment and tools required including surveillance and patrol
vessels

Special Operations Section

Improved surveillance
operations to all regions

Customs control enhanced, and
stop illegal activities

Dec 2022

Special technical training for operation
teams including weapons/explosives
identification, chemical identification
and other strategic goods identification
and physical training etc.

Academy Section

Technical training
provided to all officers
working in the enforcement area

Operation teams capable of responding to adverse circumstances
and enforce law effectively

June 2021

IO training for investigation officers and
attachment trainings in special areas

Academy Section

Technical training
provided

Highly capable IO officers specialized in key areas

Dec 2020

Training including attachment programs
for legal officers

Academy Section

Technical training
provided

Specialized legal officers in key
areas like fraud, maritime issues etc.

June 2021

Develop a central held goods management system

Administration
Section

Central held goods
management system
developed

Centrally manage all the restricted/
prohibited goods held at all ports

June 2020

Develop a case management system

Establish infrastructure for effective
evidence management

Investigation
& Prosecution
Section

Case management
system developed

Investigation
& Prosecution
Section

Infrastructure for effective evidence management established

Status of each individual held goods
Case can be easily checked
June 2020

Evidence management process
secured

Sept 2020

Strategy: 4.5 Strengthen capabilities to address trafficking of narcotics and emerging threats including terrorism, money
laundering and trans-national organized crime.
Milestone

Responsible
Section/
Division

KPI

Outcome

Acquire equipment and tools necessary
to detect and test narcotic drugs for all
ports

Intelligence and
Special Operations Division

Equipment and tools
acquired

Enhanced capabilities to tackle drug Dec 2022
trafficking in all regions and ports

Enhance cooperation with agencies like
NCTC and MNDF and acquire equipment to detect explosives and precursors used to make weapons, to enhance
capabilities to detect terrorism related
issues and trainings

Intelligence and
Special Operations Division

Joint operations and
trainings conducted

Enhanced capabilities to detect
explosives, weapons and better
respond to terrorism related issues

Strengthen cooperation with FIU to
enhance capabilities in tackling money
laundering and trainings

Intelligence and
Special Operations Division

Strengthened cooperation with FIU

Revise anti-money laundering legal
framework to tackle enforcement
loopholes

Intelligence and
Special Operations Division

Revised anti-money
laundering legal framework

Implementation of an enforceable
legal framework

Time Frame

Enhanced Customs control and
security at international ports

Dec 2024

Implement Surveillance systems and
mechanism at all Customs Controlled
Area

Airport Surveillance & Interdiction Section/
Seaport Surveillance & Interdiction Section

Surveillance systems
and mechanism implemented

Ensure security in all customs controlled area is monitored 24 hours
Recorded CCTV footage minimum
of 1 month

Dec 2020

FOCUS AREA 5: PARTNERSHIP AND COORDINATION

Milestone

Responsible
Section/
Division

KPI

Outcome

Time Frame

Sign new MOUs with related agencies
to enhance and streamline coordinated
border management and review existing
MOUs to ensure effective implementation

Strategic Management Section

New MOUs signed

Better Cooperation and coordination

Yearly

Sign MOU with all port operators to ensure easy access and expedited service
to customs recognized traders

Strategic Management Section

Recognition “bands” or “grade” to be
specified in MOU

Existing MOUs Reviewed
MOU Signed with port
operators
Customs compliant
traders are recognized
by port operators
Symposiums conducted

Dec 2020

Responsible
Section/
Division

KPI

Outcome

Time Frame

Ensure that the infrastructure of the
customs controlled areas are according
to the standard specified in customs
regulation

Intelligence and
Special Operations Division

All customs controlled
areas and ports certified as per customs
standards

Secure customs controlled area

June 2020

Better information exchange.
Improved compliance level

Jan 2020

Promote AEO and trade facilitation

Organize stakeholder symposium to
exchange views and concern within the
trading community

Strategic Management Section

Tackle existing bottlenecks and
better facilitation

Yearly

Organize forum with the border and law
enforcement agencies

Strategic Management Section

Forums conducted

Tackle current and emerging issues
to better enforce coordinated
management
Build trust among enforcement
agencies

Yearly

Assign focal points for stakeholders and
major importers such as “Relationship
Managers” to promote and facilitate
mutual interests

Strategic Management Section

Focal points assigned /
Relationship managers
introduced

Better communication and improved relationships.

June 2020

Introduce Smart Customs Card that
is accepted throughout Customs controlled areas

Administration
section

Customs Smart card
introduced

Expedite card renewal and application

Reduce trade barriers, enhance
transparency and closer cooperation with trading community

Dec 2020

Milestone

Maldives Customs Service

Necessary facilities at
all ports implemented

June 2022

Strategy: 4.6 Strengthen customs control at the border by enhancing facilities and infrastructure at all ports, and by integrating resilient controls in processes and procedures including revision of relevant legal framework.
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Intelligence and
Special Operations Division

Strategy: 5.1 Strengthen cooperation and coordination with related national and international stakeholders

Effectively manage investigation
cases through automated system
to register, follow-up/ update and
archive

Enhanced capabilities to respond to
issues related to money laundering

Ensure the availability of state-of-the
art facilities at all ports of entry and exit
including all regional ports for screening
cargo and people (crew and passengers,
other people accessing customs areas)
Cargo screening facilities (for
explosives, drugs, and other contraband)
Metal detector equipment at
all ports

Enhance Cooperate Image
March 2020

Recognition of Customs card
throughout the border agencies.
Improved Customs Image

Train and allocate dedicated officers to
communicate with international parties

Strategic Management Section

Communication officers
allocated

Strong relations with International parties which would increase
awareness of current trends, events
and policies

June 2021
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Strategy: 5.2 Establish a comprehensive communication and data sharing platform with the government and related agencies
Milestone

Revise and strengthen legal framework
to ensure broker compliance

Responsible
Section/
Division

KPI

Administration
section

Legal framework revised and strengthened
Broker

Outcome

Compliant brokers

Time Frame

June 2020

Formulate and implement policies
according to WCO Immediate Release
Guideline (2018)

Tariff and Trade
Division

Policies implemented
according to WCO
Immediate Release
Guideline

Expediting the clearance of large
number of small or negligible value
goods

Mar 2020

Adopt SAFE Framework of Standards

Strategic Management Section

SAFE Framework Standards implemented

Streamline customs process according to Customs best practices

Dec 2021

Tax evasion minimized
Expedite declaration processing
and reduced statistical errors

Implement broker compliance management mechanism

Administration
section

management system
implemented

Customs brokers effectively
regulated and managed to ensure
improved service delivery

June 2020

Develop and implement Stakeholder
communication plan

Strategic Management Section

Communication plan
established

Regular meetings are conducted
accordingly

June 2020

Regular meetings are
conducted

Better communication between
stakeholders
Better coordination

Introduce framework to regulate freight
forwarders, shipping agent, stevedores
and other parties involved in export and
import.

Administration
section

Freight forwarders,
shipping agents and
other agents are regulated

Standardized procedures increased
Compliance

Dec 2020

Reduced business cost
Expedite Customs Clearance
Implement legal framework to regulate freight forwarders, stevedores
and other parties

Strategy: 5.3 Enhance brokers and traders compliance with rigorous training and awareness
Milestone

Responsible
Section/
Division

KPI

Outcome

Time Frame

Conduct regular forums to customs
brokers and traders about declaration
processing, classification and examination-every six months

Strategic Management Section

Regular forums conducted

Compliant brokers and traders.

Jan 2020

Introduce complains and feedback
management system

Strategic Management Section

CRM System Implemented

Systematic approach to identify
areas that needs improvement

Brokers and traders and aware of
latest changes at customs
Jan 2020

Increased compliance level of brokers and traders
Enhance customs Image
Conduct regular awareness programs
on Customs Laws, regulations and
procedures

Custom Academy

Awareness programs
are Conducted

Increased compliance level of brokers and traders
Enhance Stakeholders satisfaction

Continuous

Strategy: 5.4 Endorse and implement international standards, agreements and conventions related to Customs
Milestone

Responsible
Section/
Division

KPI

Outcome

Time Frame

Accede to Revised Kyoto Convention
(RKC)

Strategic Management Section

RKC acceded

Simplified and Standardized customs procedures

June 2020

Acceded to Istanbul
Convention / ATA carnet for the temporary
admission of the goods

Ease of release for temporary imports based on Goods / Merchandise Passport

Dec 2022

Accede to Istanbul Convention on the
Strategic Mantemporary admission or Customs Conagement Section
vention on ATA carnet for the temporary
admission of the goods
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Minister of Defense Honorable Uz. Mariya Ahmed Didi officially unveils
Customs Strategic Plan 2020-2024, during the 129th annual function held on
29th August 2019. (photo: Presidents office)
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